Analyzing reachability in large discrete transition systems is an important sub-problem in several areas of AI, and of CS in general. State space search is a basic method for conducting such an analysis. A wealth of techniques have been proposed to reduce the search space without affecting the existence of (optimal) solution paths. In particular, strong stubborn set (SSS) pruning is a prominent such method, analyzing action dependencies to prune commutative parts of the search space. We herein show how to apply this idea to star-topology decoupled state space search, a recent search reformulation method invented in the context of classical AI planning.
Introduction
Analyzing reachability in large discrete transition systems is an important sub-problem in several areas of AI, and of CS in general. In particular, this pertains to classical AI Planning, which we focus on here. Given an initial state, a goal condition, and a set of deterministic actions, all described relative to a set of finite-domain state variables, the planning task is to find a sequence of actions leading from the initial state to a state that satisfies the goal condition. In other words, we aim to assumption and exploitation of a particular structural profile of cross-factor interactions, namely a star topology, which lends itself to a specialized form of global constraint resolution.
In a star topology, a single center factor interacts directly with several leaf factors, but the leaves interact with each other only indirectly via the center. As prior work on decoupled search has shown, such topologies can be identified automatically in a pre-process to planning, based on the task's causal graph (Knoblock, 1994; Jonsson & Bäckström, 1995; Brafman & Domshlak, 2003; Helmert, 2006) .
The key advantage of star topologies is a particular form of "conditional independence": given a fixed path π C of transitions by the center, the possible leaf moves compliant with π C are independent across the leaves. Decoupled search exploits this property by searching over center paths π C only, maintaining the compliant paths for each leaf separately. This avoids the enumeration of combined states across leaves, and dramatically reduces the state space on planning benchmarks where a pronounced star topology (many leaves) can be identified. In catchy (though imprecise) analogy to conditional independence in graphical models, star-topology decoupling "instantiates" the center to break the dependencies between the leaves.
Despite this prowess, decoupled search remains a state space search approach, and can suffer from the same kinds of deficiencies. All of the abovementioned enhancements -heuristic search, symbolic representations, symmetry breaking, dominance pruning, partial-order reduction -remain relevant in principle. The question is whether these methods are applicable to decoupled search, and if so, how. The initial work on decoupled search already answered this question for heuristic search, and subsequent work has provided an answer for dominance pruning (Torralba, Gnad, Dubbert, & Hoffmann, 2016) , and symmetry breaking (Gnad, Torralba, Shleyfman, & Hoffmann, 2017c) . Herein we provide an answer for partial-order reduction using strong stubborn set pruning.
The major challenge in doing so is the more complex structure of the search space. Each decoupled state s F in the search consists of a center path π C along with, for each leaf factor, the set of leaf states s L reached on π C -compliant paths. The interpretation of s F is that any one of the reached s L can be committed to if needed. But this commitment is postponed to plan extraction time, when every leaf has a reached goal leaf state s L , and a global plan is obtained by augmenting π C , for every leaf factor, with a cheapest π C -compliant leaf path ending in that s L .
Given this search structure, for the leaf factors, the distinction between "past" (search path so far) and "future" (remaining search path) becomes complicated, because even the path the leaf takes up to s F will be committed to only in the future. In particular, even if a leaf state s L is flagged as being reached in s F , SSS pruning needs to reason about the enablers of s L , i.e., about the actions that might be committed to in order to support s L at plan extraction time.
We analyze these issues in detail, and spell out how to identify optimality-preserving decoupled strong stubborn sets (DSSS). We begin with the general case, designing DSSS for arbitrary star topologies. Having to handle all possible cases, the construction turns out to be rather inclusive, selecting potential enablers of reached leaf states when starting from essentially any other reached leaf state. Hence, we subsequently investigate easier but still practically relevant special cases, allowing a more selective choice of enablers. We consider fork topologies, where the leaves depend on the center but not vice versa; inverted-fork topologies, where the dependencies are inverse; as well as fork and inverted-fork leaves occuring as part of general star topologies. 1 We evaluate our DSSS techniques from both a theoretical and a practical perspective. For the theoretical part, we analyze exponential separations: example task families scaling in a size parameter n, exponentially separating some method A from another one B in that A yields search space size polynomial in n while B yields search space size exponential in n. We show that decoupled search and SSS pruning are exponentially separated from each other, and that DSSS pruning is exponentially separated from each of them. Beyond the latter, we show that there are example task families -not complex artificial examples, but simple variants of the Logistics benchmarkexhibiting true synergy where the whole is strictly more than the sum of its parts: cases where the exponential separation is relative to both decoupled search and SSS, i.e., search space size remains exponential under each of these methods, yet becomes polynomial under DSSS pruning.
For the practical evaluation, we run our techniques on standard benchmarks from the International Planning Competition (IPC). We consider optimal planning as well as proving unsolvability. DSSS pruning reliably inherits the best of decoupled search and SSS pruning. Sometimes -being more than the sum of its parts -it outperforms both. Where both techniques are effective, DSSS pruning is able to compete with state-of-the-art systems in both optimal planning, and proving unsolvability, outperforming it in several domains.
Section 2 gives our planning framework and notations. Section 3 gives summary presentations of the two base methods -decoupled search and SSS pruning -that we build upon. Section 4 introduces our DSSS construction for general star topologies, Section 5 introduces the simpler constructions specialized for forks and inverted forks. Sections 6 and 7 provide the theoretical and practical evaluations respectively. We conclude in Section 8. Some technical details are only summarized in the main text. The full details are available in Appendix A. 2
Preliminaries
We employ a finite-domain state variable formalization of planning (compare, e.g., Bäckström & Nebel, 1995; Edelkamp & Helmert, 1999; Helmert, 2006 Helmert, , 2009 . A finite-domain representation planning task, short FDR task, is a tuple Π = V, A, s 0 , s . V is a set of state variables, short variables. Each v ∈ V is associated with its finite domain D(v). We identify (partial) variable assignments with sets of variable/value pairs. A complete assignment to V is a state. s 0 is the initial state. The goal s is a partial assignment to V. A is a finite set of actions. Each action a ∈ A is a triple pre(a), eff (a), cost(a) where the precondition pre(a) and effect eff (a) are partial assignments to V, and cost(a) ∈ R 0+ is a's non-negative cost. We assume that eff (a) = ∅, i.e., every action affects at least one state variable; otherwise, a can obviously be removed. (This assumption avoids some awkward special cases from decoupled search terminology, namely actions that affect neither the center nor a leaf of a star topology.)
Given a partial assignment p, by vars(p) ⊆ V we denote the subset of state variables on which p is defined. For a variable subset V ⊆ V, by p[V ] we denote the restriction of p to vars(p) ∩ V . Given partial assignments p and q where vars(p) ⊇ vars(q), we say that p satisfies q, written p |= q, if p[vars(q)] = q.
The outcome of applying an action a in state s, denoted s a , is a state where the assignment to vars(eff (a)) is overwritten with eff (a), leaving s unchanged elsewhere. The outcome state of an action sequence π = a 1 , . . . , a n is s π := (((s a 1 ) a 2 ) . . . ) a n . An action a is applicable to a state s if s |= pre(a). An action sequence π = a 1 , . . . , a n is applicable to s if each a i is applicable in s a 1 , . . . , a i−1 .
A plan for state s is an applicable action sequence π s.t. s π |= s . The cost of an action sequence π = a 1 , . . . , a n , denoted cost(π), is the summed-up cost n i=1 cost(a i ) of its actions. A plan for s 0 is called a plan for Π. A plan π for s is optimal if cost(π) is minimal among all plans for s. The plan is strongly optimal if it is optimal and contains the minimum number of 0-cost actions among all optimal plans for s. We will need the notion of strong optimality to ensure that the search makes progress and does not get trapped in 0-cost cycles.
We will often talk about compatible vs. incompatible partial assignments (action preconditions or effects), so we introduce shorthands for this. Given partial assignments p and q, we say that p and q are compatible, written p q, if there exists no v ∈ V such that v ∈ vars(p) ∩ vars(q) and p[v] = q [v] ; we say that p and q are incompatible, written p ∦ q, if such v does exist.
A standard means to capture the structure of planning tasks is the causal graph (Knoblock, 1994; Jonsson & Bäckström, 1995; Brafman & Domshlak, 2003; Helmert, 2006) . This is a directed graph whose vertices are the variables V, and with an arc (u, v) if either (i) there exists a ∈ A so that u ∈ vars(pre(a)) and v ∈ vars(eff (a)), or (ii) there exists a ∈ A so that u ∈ vars(eff (a)) and v ∈ vars(eff (a)). Observe that such arcs capture a dependency of v on u, in the sense that either (i) to move v, we may have to move u first, or (ii) moving v may, as a side effect, move u as well.
Base Methods
We give summary presentations of decoupled search, and of strong stubborn sets pruning, sufficient to understand their workings and introducing the notations we will use in our analysis later on. Assume an FDR task Π = V, A, s 0 , s .
Decoupled Search
A factoring F is a partition of V into non-empty subsets F , called factors. F is a star factoring if |F| > 1 and there exists F C ∈ F such that, for every action a where vars(eff (a)) ∩ F C = ∅, there exists F ∈ F with vars(eff (a)) ⊆ F and vars(pre(a)) ⊆ F ∪ F C . F C is the center of F, and all other factors F L ∈ F L := F \ {F C } are leaves. That is, in a star factoring, actions affecting the center are unrestricted, yet actions not affecting the center must affect exactly one leaf and have preconditions only on the center and that leaf. This is the most general kind of structure to which decoupled search is applicable.
Relevant special cases are fork factorings and inverted-fork factorings. These are defined by viewing F as an equivalence relation over the state variables, and restricting the structure of the causal graph's quotient graph given this relation, merging all variables of a factor into a single node. A fork leaf is a leaf factor F L whose only arc in the quotient graph is (F C , F L ), i.e., the leaf has preconditions on the center but not vice versa, and there are no actions affecting both together. An inverted-fork leaf is an F L where the dependency direction is inverse, i.e., whose only arc in the quotient graph is (F L , F C ). A fork factoring is one all of whose leaves are fork leaves, an inverted-fork factoring is one all of whose leaves are inverted-fork leaves.
Example 1. As running examples, we will consider simple transportation tasks similar to several IPC benchmarks along these lines. Say we have two locations A and B, a single truck whose position is modeled by variable t with D(t) = {A, B}, and n packages whose position is modeled by variables p i with D(p i ) = {A, B, T }. The truck and all packages are initially at A, and the goal is for the packages to be at B. The actions take the form drive(x, y), load(p i , t, x), and unload(p i , t, x) where x, y ∈ {A, B}. Actions costs are unit 1 for simplicity.
In what we will call the Vanilla variant of this example, the action preconditions and effects are the commonly used ones, namely: drive(x, y) has precondition {t = x} and effect {t = y}; load(p i , t, x) has precondition {p i = x, t = x} and effect {p i = T }; and unload(p i , t, x) has precondition {p i = T, t = x} and effect {p i = x}.
In what we will call the NoEmpty variant of this example, the actions are the same except that driving the truck now takes the form drive(x, y, p i ), with precondition {t = x, p i = T } and effect {t = y}. That is, here the truck cannot drive without having a package inside.
Unless stated otherwise, we will consider the default factoring F setting {t} as the center, and setting each {p i } as a leaf. For the Vanilla example, this is a fork factoring. For the NoEmpty example, where the dependencies between t and p i go in both directions, this is (not a fork but) a star factoring.
We will sometimes consider the inverse factoring, setting {p 1 , . . . , p n } as the center and {t} as the (single) leaf. Observe that, for the Vanilla example, this is an inverted-fork factoring.
Previous work on decoupled search has employed fork and inverted-fork factorings automatically found through simple and practically highly efficient factoring strategies based on causal graph analysis . Later, more sophisticated factoring methods were proposed, that are able to detect so-called strict-star factorings, star factorings where any interaction between leaves is prohibited (Gnad, Poser, & Hoffmann, 2017a ). We will be using the fork and inverted-fork, as well as the incident-arcs-based factoring strategies from Gnad et al. (2017a) in our experiments. The latter greedily moves variables densely connected in the causal graph into the center factor, making each weakly connected component in the remainder a leaf factor. We consider fully general star factorings in our definitions and stubborn set methods. In what follows, assume a star factoring F.
Actions affecting the center are center actions, actions affecting a leaf are leaf actions. We denote the set of all center actions by A C , and the set of all leaf actions affecting a leaf
Where useful for readability, we will indicate center actions by the notation convention a C , and leaf actions by the notation convention a L . Observe that, in fork and inverted-fork factorings, the two kinds of actions are disjoint, i.e.,
For general star factorings, this is not so as a center action may also affect one or several leaf factors.
A center path is a sequence π C of center actions applicable to s 0 in the projection onto F C (i.e., when removing all other variables from Π); the outcome of this application, which is a center state, i.e., a value assignment to F C , is called the path's end state. Similarly, a leaf path is a sequence of leaf actions applicable to s 0 in the projection onto F L , and its end state, a leaf state, is defined accordingly.
A leaf path π L for leaf F L complies with π C -also:
subsequence is identical to that of π C , and its A L [F L ] \ A C subsequence can be scheduled alongside π C so that the combined action sequence is applicable to s 0 in the projection onto F C ∪ F L . Intuitively, the compliant leaf paths are the possible leaf moves given π C .
For illustration, in our Vanilla example the leaf path π L = load(p 1 , t, A),unload(p 1 , t, B) complies with the center path π C = drive(A, B) , and the leaf path π L = complies with that center path as well. In the NoEmpty variant, setting
Observe that, given π C , the possible moves of each leaf are independent across leaves: for each leaf factor we can choose an arbitary π C -compliant leaf path, regardless of the choice made for any other leaf factor, and still obtain a combined action sequence applicable to s 0 . In our example, given a truck-move sequence, each package can move independently of the other packages so long as it complies with the truck moves. E.g., denote π L i := load(p i , t, A),unload(p i , t, B) and π L i = . Then, given π C = drive(A, B) in the Vanilla example, each leaf factor {p i } can choose either of these two compliant options regardless of the choice made for any other {p j }, and scheduling all these choices alongside π C yields a combined action sequence applicable to s 0 .
Decoupled search exploits this by searching over center paths π C only, keeping track of the π Ccompliant paths separately for each leaf. Concretely, the search is over decoupled states s 
. In the NoEmpty example, π C = drive(A, B, p 1 ) leads to the same center state and pricing function, except that prices[s F ]({p 1 = A}) = ∞ as is not π C [s F ]-compliant here for p 1 (it does not provide the precondition p 1 = T of drive(A, B, p 1 ), cf. above).
One can think of a decoupled state s F as a set of states s, namely those s sharing the center state center[s F ] and where each leaf has a leaf state s L such that prices[s F ](s L ) < ∞. These are exactly the states s that can be reached from s 0 on some action sequence with the center-action subsequence
The pricing function for a leaf F L can be maintained in time low-order polynomial in the size of F L 's state space (the state space of the projection onto F L ). We omit the details as they are not relevant to our contribution.
The word "price" is chosen intentionally, as this is not a "cost" we have already spent. Rather, the actual commitment to a π C -compliant path is made only at plan extraction time. The price of a leaf state s L is the cost we will have to spend if, at plan extraction time, we decide to use s L .
Decoupled search starts in the initial decoupled state s F 0 , whose center path is empty
, and whose pricing function prices[s F 0 ] results from those leaf paths applicable given s 0 [F C ]. In our examples (both Vanilla and NoEmpty), the price is 0 for each p i = A; is 1 for each p i = T ; and is ∞ for each p i = B as, without a truck/center move, the packages cannot get to B. In other words, the leaf states {p i = B} are not reached in s . In other words, we now select goal leaf paths, and commit to them. In s F = t F as just described, for each p i we select the compliant leaf path load(p i , t, A),unload(p i , t, B) , leading to the plan π that loads all packages, drives to B, and unloads all packages.
Selecting, for the plan π, the cheapest compliant paths ending in the goal leaf states s L , by construction we have
among all goal leaf states for F L , then π is guaranteed to be optimal among the plans for Π whose center action subsequence is
Observe that extensions of the center action subsequence π C [s F ] may lead to cheaper plans overall, because, with additional center actions, cheaper leaf paths may become available. 3 To guarantee optimality, decoupled search must hence continue the search on goal decoupled states. Prior work has shown that standard search algorithms can be easily adapted, by encoding the cost of the compliant leaf goal paths, in a given goal decoupled state s F , as an additional outgoing state transition from s F , which must be taken to end the search. For our purposes here, the main implication is that trying to reach the goal (non-goal decoupled state) is different from trying to decrease the prices of compliant goal leaf paths (goal decoupled state). Our stubborn set constructions will distinguish these two cases.
Stubborn set construction requires to analyse goal achieval starting from a given state. To do so for decoupled states s F , we will need the following concept of decoupled plans, not introduced in this form previously. Given s F , a decoupled plan is a transition path π F in the decoupled state space, leading from s F to a goal decoupled state s F . The center-action sequence underlying π F is denoted by π C [π F ]. To link decoupled plans π F to actual plans for the input task Π, we will consider the global plans, i.e. the plans π for Π, corresponding to π F : a global plan given π F is any π extracted from s F using cheapest compliant paths ending in minimum-price goal leaf states. Observe that all global plans π given π F have the same cost, namely the optimal cost of any plan for Π using the center-action subsequence
We say that π F is optimal if the cost of the global plans given π F is minimal among all decoupled plans for s F . We further say that π F is strongly optimal if it is optimal and π C [π F ] contains the minimal number of 0-cost actions among all optimal decoupled plans for s F .
3. For example, say that in s F the leaf goal have-car has price 20000 via the applicable leaf action buy-car. But if we apply a center action get-manager-job, then the leaf action get-company-car becomes applicable, reducing the leaf goal price to 0.
Strong Stubborn Sets
Strong stubborn set (SSS) pruning is a form of partial-order reduction in state space search, exploiting action commutativity to safely prune a subset of the applicable actions in a state. As previously outlined, the method analyses, given a state s, how actions enable each other to achieve some open part of the goal when starting from s, and how these actions may interfere with other actions. We briefly spell this out in what follows, in a form connecting directly to our later extensions for decoupled search.
We use a syntactic characterization of stubborn sets, based directly on the syntactic specifications of actions in the input task, as opposed to a semantic characterization relying on properties of action executions in particular states. The syntactic characterization is coarser, but is simpler and is what we use in practice.
Let s be a solvable non-goal state, s |= s , and let A s ⊆ A be a set of actions. We say that A s is safe for s if there exists a strongly optimal plan π = a 1 , . . . , a n for s such that a 1 ∈ A s . We need π to be strongly optimal, because otherwise the search can become incomplete in the presence of 0-cost actions. 4 Note that we need to take care only of solvable states here as, on unsolvable states, any pruning method (any subset of applicable actions) is optimality-preserving.
Strong stubborn sets are a means to derive safe sets A s . Towards this, two basic notions are employed:
• Given a partial assignment p where s |= p, an action set A ⊆ A is a necessary enabling set
• Given a, a ∈ A, we say that a and a interfere if eff (a) ∦ pre(a ) or eff (a ) ∦ pre(a) or eff (a) ∦ eff (a ).
In other words, a necessary enabling set for p is the set of achievers of one part of p that is still open; a and a interfere if one disables the other's precondition, or they have conflicting effects. These two notions can be combined in a simple recursive way to derive a safe action set for any non-goal state s. Namely, an action set A s is a strong stubborn set (SSS) for s if the following conditions hold: (i) A s contains a necessary enabling set for s in s.
(ii) For all actions a ∈ A s not applicable to s, A s contains a necessary enabling set for pre(a) in s.
(iii) For all actions a ∈ A s applicable to s, A s contains all actions a interfering with a and where pre(a) pre(a ).
The proof that such A s is safe was originally given in planning by Alkhazraji et al. (2012) , and was later enhanced by Wehrle and Helmert (2014) allowing (amongst other things) reachability information, captured above in the requirement pre(a) pre(a ) in (iii). We include the proof here as our later proofs for decoupled strong stubborn sets will be extensions thereof. Consider some plan π = a 1 , . . . , a n for s. Then the following properties hold:
(a) There exists an action shared between A s and π, i.e., A s ∩ {a 1 , . . . , a n } = ∅. This is because by (i) A s contains a necessary enabling set for s in s.
Given (a), let a k be the shared action with smallest index, i.e., say that a k ∈ A s and {a 1 , . . . ,
This is because, otherwise, by (ii) A s contains a necessary enabling set A for pre(a k ) in s, and one a ∈ A must precede a k on π, in contradiction to a k being the first shared action.
(c) a k does not interfere with any of the preceding actions
This is because, if it did, then by (iii) we would have a i ∈ A s , again in contradiction to a k being the first shared action.
(d) a k can be moved to the front of π, i.e., π := a k , a 1 , . . . , a k−1 , a k+1 , . . . , a n is a plan for s.
To see this, consider that, by (b), a k is applicable in s. As a 1 is applicable in s as well, we must have pre(a k ) pre(a 1 ), so by (c) a 1 does not interfere with a k , and hence a k is still applicable in s a 1 . But then, the same argument applies to a 2 and s a 1 , so iterating the argument we obtain that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, pre(a k ) pre(a i ) and a i does not interfere with a k .
The claim follows directly from (d).
Strong Stubborn Sets for Star-Topology Decoupled Search
We now show how to apply the idea of strong stubborn set construction to decoupled search, for arbitrary star topologies. Section 4.1 introduces basic concepts used in all our constructions, lifting, amongst others, the notions of safety and necessary enabling sets to decoupled search. Section 4.2 then introduces decoupled strong stubborn sets for non-goal decoupled states s F , where s has yet to be reached; and Section 4.3 shows how to handle goal decoupled states s F , where s is already reached yet may be reached with cheaper compliant leaf paths below s F . In each of these two sections, we prove the safety of our constructions. Throughout, we assume an FDR task Π = V, A, s 0 , s and a star factoring F with center F C and leaves F L ∈ F L .
Basic Concepts
In the standard setting, i.e., in forward state space search, safety of an action set A s for a non-goal state s means that there exists a strongly optimal plan for s starting with an action from A s . For decoupled search, i.e., decoupled states s F , this definition changes in two ways. First, instead of plans for s we need to talk about decoupled plans for s F . Second, as decoupled search has to continue below s F even if s F is a goal decoupled state, instead of "non-goal" we need to say that the empty decoupled plan is not optimal for s F . We hence define:
Definition 1 (Safety). Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a solvable decoupled state for which is not an optimal decoupled plan, and let A F s ⊆ A be a set of center actions.
We say that A F s is safe for s F if there exists a strongly optimal decoupled plan π F for s F such that π C [π F ] = a C 1 , . . . , a C n where a C 1 ∈ A F s . Clearly, a safe A F s for s F plays the same role in search as a safe A s for s: pruning outgoing transitions from s F induced by actions outside A F s preserves optimality and completeness of the search. Note that, if is an optimal decoupled plan for s F , then any pruning method preserves optimality and completeness on s F , so such s F can be disconsidered in the analysis of safety (though not in the generation of stubborn sets, as we can't recognize such states up front).
To identify safe A F s , we will rely on commutativity, i.e., on plan permutations. Whereas previously this simply referred to plans for s, the notion of permutations now becomes significantly more complicated, as we have to consider both, decoupled plans and their associated global plans.
Recall from Section 3.1 that, given a decoupled state s F , a decoupled plan π F for s F merely is a path in a reformulated search space (the decoupled state space). The meaning of π F for the actual input task is defined in terms of the global plans π given π F . These consist of the center action
, augmented with a cheapest compliant goal leaf path π L for each leaf factor F L . We define permutations over both, π F and π simultaneously:
Definition 2 (Plan Permutation). Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a solvable decoupled state, and let π F and π F be decoupled plans for s F .
We say that π F and π F are permutations
, and (ii) there exist global plans π and π for π F , respectively π F , such that π is a permutation of π .
Here (ii) essentially says that, on top of the center paths being commutative, the corresponding cheapest compliant goal leaf paths need to be commutative as well. For safety, (i) would be enough in principle, i.e., it would be enough to identify a center action starting a permutation of a strongly optimal decoupled plan. Our construction of strong stubborn sets however, i.e., our sufficient criterion for permutability, relies on both (i) and (ii).
A second major implication of the interplay between decoupled plans and their global plans is that we have to think carefully about what is the "future" for a decoupled state s F . Stubborn set construction reasons about the future, which in the standard setting simply are the possible plans π for the state s in question. But what is the future for s F ? A priori, of course the possible decoupled plans π F for s F . Yet, π F merely is a path in a reformulated search space. An associated global plan π is not an action sequence "starting in s F ": π starts in the initial state of the input planning task. In particular, the goal leaf paths π L in π schedule actions along both, the center action subsequence π C [s F ] up to s F , and the center action subsequence
Our natural solution to this issue is to consider the "past" as everything scheduled along π C [s F ], and the "future" as everything scheduled along π C [π F ]. Precisely, say that π is a global plan given π F , and π = a 1 , . . . , a n . Consider the center action subsequence
and consider, within that subsequence, the starting action of π C [π F ]. Denote by t the index of that action occurence in π, i.e., a t is the start of π C [π F ] within π. We capture the "past" as π past := a 1 , . . . , a t−1 , and the "future" as π future := a t , . . . , a n . In other words, we consider the first center action behind s F -the center action decoupled search applies in s F to find π F -and we use that action as the pivot separating the past from the future. We will be using the notations a t , π past , and π future throughout.
While this definition of the future is reasonably simple, it leaves us with another subtlety, namely that "the same" π may be scheduled in different ways, leaving us with undesirable ambiguity regarding the difference between past and future. To see this, consider any goal leaf path π L . Observe that the part of π L contained within π past -the leaf path's prefix scheduled in the past -must comply with π C [s F ]. Yet nothing forces this prefix to be maximal: we are free to schedule parts of π L in the future, even if they comply with π C [s F ] so could be scheduled in the past. For illustration, say the center (e.g. a truck) has already done up to s F what it needs to do in order to support a leaf (e.g. providing transport for a package). But now the leaf needs to do additional tasks independently from the center (e.g. unpacking, assembling package content, . . . ). Then π can schedule these additional tasks in π past , but may just as well schedule them in π future .
In other words, π future may contain actions that have nothing to do with "the remaining task starting from s F ". It will be of service to our analyses to avoid this kind of behavior. We will restrict focus to global plans π that are past-maximal, where, intuitively, the leaves do nothing in π future that they could do in π past .
The precise form of past-maximality we will need differs depending on the context: we introduce one notion for star topologies, and another different one for our analysis of fork topologies below. In our notion for star topologies, past-maximality means that no leaf action scheduled in the future can be moved in front of the pivot action a t :
Definition 3 (Past-Maximality). Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a solvable decoupled state, let π F be a decoupled plan for s F , and let π be a global plan given π F .
Define a t , π past , and π future as above. We say that π is past-maximal if, for every leaf factor
we change π by moving a k to any position in front of a t , then π is not a plan anymore.
It is easy to see that a focus on past-maximal global plans is not restricting, in the sense that every global plan can be rescheduled to be past-maximal: Lemma 1. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a decoupled state, let π F be a decoupled plan for s F , and let π be a global plan given π F .
Then there exists a permutation of π that is a global plan given π F , and that is past-maximal.
Proof. Obtain such a permutation π as follows. Start with π := π. If π is past-maximizing, stop. Else, select a counter-example F L and k, move a k in front of a t in π , and iterate. This algorithm terminates as, after each step, there is one action less behind a t . The outcome π satisfies the claim as we have not changed the center-action subsequence, and the permuted leaf paths are still compliant with that sequence.
We are now ready to introduce the ingredients underlying our stubborn set constructions. As before, we will need to reason about how actions interfere with each other, and how they enable each other. The former remains exactly the same as before. The latter, however, needs to be adapted substantially given the more complex structure of the search space. We need to distinguish between enabling (a) conditions p not reached in a decoupled state, vs. (b) conditions p reached in a decoupled state. For (b), our constructions will depend on the specific context (stars vs. forks/inverted forks, goal vs. non-goal decoupled states), so we will introduce these in the respective context. For (a), the same construction works in all contexts. Namely, we employ the following extended definition of necessary enabling sets:
Definition 4 (Decoupled Necessary Enabling Set). Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a decoupled state, and let p be a partial variable assignment not reached in s F .
An action set A is a decoupled necessary enabling set for p in s F if one of the following conditions holds:
(ii) Condition (i) does not apply, and there exists
In other words, a decoupled necessary enabling set first checks whether (i) some leaf-variable value is not reached in s F , then checks whether (ii) some leaf-factor state is not reached in s F , then checks whether (iii) some center-variable value is not reached in s F . In each case, the set of all achieving actions is selected.
As p is not reached in s F , one of (i) -(iii) must necessarily be true. Observe that this is not so for just (i) and (iii) alone, as every single leaf-variable value in p may already be reached in some leaf state of F L , yet that may not be so for their combination. In other words, necessary enabling sets become more complicated, relative to standard search, due to the difference between leaf states being true in a unique state s, vs. leaf states being true in one out of the set of states represented by a decoupled state s F .
We remark that the ordering of conditions (i) -(iii) in Definition 4 is arbitrary in the sense that any ordering is possible in principle. The stated ordering encapsulates a preference to regress over open leaf conditions first, the aim being to extract open center conditions (which the decoupled strong stubborn set will be chosen to support) "as close as possible" to the current decoupled state s F . The intuition is to first move the leaves towards their goals -by enabling the required center preconditions -and to care for the center goals only once the leaf goals are achieved.
Non-Goal Decoupled States
Towards our constructions for non-goal decoupled states s F , we next specify how to enable a condition p reached in s F .
To understand why this is needed, consider the role of reached leaf states s L in s F , where for each F L one such s L will be used, and that commitment will be made at plan extraction time. This implies that, just because some condition p on F L is reached in s F , it does not have to be true at the corresponding point in the global plan π we will finally commit to. Namely, defining "the corresponding point" in π as the state s 0 π past before application of the pivot action a t , p will have to be false at this point if a t has a precondition contradicting p. Nevertheless, p may have to be true at some later point along π, to enable some other action or part of the goal.
For illustration, consider the decoupled state s F := s F 0 in our NoEmpty example, consider F L := {p 1 }, and consider p := {p 1 = A}. Condition p is reached in s F . Yet, say our decoupled plan π F decides to use a t := drive(A, B, p 1 ) in s F . Then p must be false prior to the application of a t in the corresponding global plan π, due to the incompatible precondition {p 1 = T }. If p is required later on, e.g. if s [p 1 ] = A, then p will need to be enabled in the future, behind the application of a t in π. We need to reason about how to do that.
So, how do we find a set of actions that will necessarily be used to enable a reached F L condition p in the future? A simple possibility would be to follow Definition 4 (ii) and just select all actions supporting any variable value in p. Done recursively though, this is likely to collect a very large set of reached actions that affect F L . We hence design a definition more tailored to the specific situation: a reached
, where r L is achieved on a path π L s→r starting from s L (namely the respective leaf path segment within π future ). It suffices to ensure that we collect at least one action along every such path π L s→r : Definition 5 (Reached-Enabling Set). Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a decoupled state, let F L be a leaf factor, and let p be a partial assignment to
s→r as in (ii) contains at least one action from A.
For illustration, in our above example where
That s L has two outgoing transitions, labeled by unload(p 1 , t, A) respectively unload(p 1 , t, B). Intuitively, only unload(p 1 , t, A) makes sense as an enabler for p. And indeed, that action is a reached-enabling set on its own, because every path π L s→r achieving p must use it eventually.
It is easy to see that our construction is correct, in the sense that a reached p not true at the end of π past , yet true somewhere on π future , must be enabled on π future with an action from a reached-enabling set:
Lemma 2. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a solvable decoupled state, let F L be a leaf factor, and let p be a partial assignment to F L reached in s F . Let π F be a decoupled plan for s F , and let π = a 1 , . . . , a n be a global plan given π F . Let A be a reached-enabling set for p in s F .
Define a t , π past , and π future as before. Denote the states traversed by π as s 0 , . . . , s n . If
l is a reached-enabling state for p in s F . By Definition 5, A contains at least one action a L i from π L l→m , which shows the claim.
Observe that a reached-enabling set A is essentially a cut between the node sets {s L } and {r L } in F L 's state space. One could, hence, consider to compute reached-enabling sets via minimum cuts. Observe though that this would be optimizing the wrong objective -we want to minimize, not the number of cut-set transitions, but the number of actions |A| these are labeled with. It is easy to see that optimizing that objective is NP-complete. 5 More importantly, reached-enabling sets will need to be computed very frequently -potentially many times on every search state -so their computation must be extremely cheap.
An alternative could be a greedy procedure considering only the actions a labeling an outgoing transition s L a − → t L of a reached-enabling state s L , iteratively collecting and removing one such a until the node sets {s L } and {r L } are disconnected. But this also would be too expensive, requiring repeated reachability checks on the leaf state space. We therefore settle for a trivial approximation, simply collecting all actions a from the transitions s L a − → t L . This makes the construction rather inclusive of course, that is, the constructed reached-enabling sets may be large (e.g. we fail to discard unload(p 1 , t, B) in the example above). We will show below how more targeted (yet sufficiently cheap) constructions can be designed for goal decoupled states and for fork structures, where enabling p is only relevant if its price decreases strictly.
We are now ready to put the pieces together, and define strong stubborn sets for non-goal decoupled states:
Definition 6 (DSSS: Stars, Non-Goal). Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a non-goal decoupled state.
An action set A F s is a decoupled strong stubborn set (DSSS) for s F if all of the following conditions hold:
s contains a decoupled necessary enabling set for s in s F .
(ii) For all actions a ∈ A F s not reached in s F , A F s contains a decoupled necessary enabling set for pre(a) in s F .
(iii) For all actions a ∈ A F s reached in s F , A F s contains all actions a interfering with a and where pre(a) pre(a ).
Items (i) -(iii) of this definition are in obvious correspondence to that for strong stubborn sets in standard search (cf. Section 3.2), replacing necessary enabling sets with decoupled necessary enabling sets in (i) and (ii), and replacing applicability with being reached in (ii) and (iii). The new item (iv) is needed to cover enablers for leaf preconditions already reached in s F , as discussed above.
Clearly, the construction of DSSS as per Definition 6 is operational. Viewing the definition as a recursive fixed-point algorithm, all the required constructs -decoupled necessary enabling sets, interfering actions, reached-enabling sets -can be computed in time low-order polynomial in the size of the input task and its leaf state spaces, i.e., in the same size parameters as the computation of the decoupled states themselves.
It remains to prove that Definition 6 is actually correct, i.e., that a DSSS A F s for s F is safe for s F . We do so via extending the proof for strong stubborn sets as given in Section 3.2. In particular, we 5. The proof uses a reduction from Hitting Set, where each label subset {l1, . . . , ln} is represented through a separate path π L s→r carrying these labels.
show that for every decoupled plan π F in s F , A F s contains a center action starting a permutation of π F (which by Definition 2 is also a decoupled plan). Note that we actually prove the stronger result that the two decoupled plans induce globals plans leading to the same goal state, which implies the claim. We include the full proof here, as the underlying analysis is key to understanding why our techniques work.
The proof consists of six successive observations (a) -(e), and a final concluding argument. Observations (a) -(c) correspond to those for the standard setting, namely that (a) there exists a shared action, (b) the first shared action a k is applicable, (c) a k does not interfere with the preceding actions. The only major difference here is that, in (b), we can only conclude that a k is reached in the decoupled state s F , as opposed to being applicable in a state s. Observation (e), moving a k up front, mirrors observation (d) for the standard setting. Observations (c) and (f), as well as the concluding argument, are new. They are required to: (c) deal with the difference between being reached vs. being applicable; (f) prove that a k is a center action so we're actually permuting the center path and hence the decoupled plan; (concluding argument) deal with the more complex structure of permutations, i.e., the interplay between decoupled plans and global plans. Theorem 1. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a solvable non-goal decoupled state, and let π F be a decoupled plan for s F . Let A F s be a DSSS for s F . Then A F s contains a center action starting a permutation of π F .
Proof. Let π be a global plan for π F , and assume, without loss of generality by Lemma 1, that π is past-maximal. Denote π = a 1 , . . . , a n . As above, let a t be the starting action of π C [π F ] in π, and denote π past := a 1 , . . . , a t−1 and π future := a t , . . . , a n . Then the following properties hold:
(a) There must be an action a shared between A F s and π future , i.e., a ∈ A F s ∩ {a t , . . . , a n }. First, s is not reached in s F , as s F is a non-goal decoupled state. By Definition 6 (i), A F s contains a decoupled necessary enabling set A for s in s F . At least one a ∈ A must achieve some sub-assignment p of s that is not reached in s F . Observe that this action a cannot be scheduled on π past , and hence must be on π future : if p pertains to the center, this is trivial; if p pertains to a leaf, this is so because otherwise p would be reached in s F .
Given (a), let a k be the first shared action, i.e., say that a k ∈ A F s and {a t , . . . ,
This is because, otherwise, by Definition 6 (ii) A F s contains a decoupled necessary enabling set A for pre(a k ) in s F . With the same argument as in (a), applied to pre(a k ) instead of s , this yields a shared action between A F s and π future . That action must precede a k on π future , in contradiction to a k being the first shared action.
(c) a k does not interfere with any of the actions a i , t ≤ i ≤ k − 1, where pre(a k ) pre(a i ). This is because, if it did, then by Definition 6 (iii) we would have a i ∈ A F s , again in contradiction to a k being the first shared action.
(d) The leaf precondition of a k is true at the end of π past , i.e., in s 0 π past .
Assume to the contrary that, for some
is not true at the end of π past , i.e., prior to the application of a k in π. As π is a plan, p is true prior to the application of a k however.
In particular, k > t. Furthermore, by (b) and Definition 6 (iv), A F s contains a reached-enabling set A for p in s F . We can apply Lemma 2, and get that there exists an action a i ∈ A ⊆ A F s preceding a k on π future , again in contradiction.
(e) a k can be moved to the start of π future . Precisely, π := π past • a k , a t , . . . , a k−1 , a k+1 , . . . , a n is a plan for Π.
To see this, consider that, first, a k is applicable after π past , i.e., a k is applicable to s 0 π past : by (b) a k is reached in s F , in particular its center precondition is true at that point; by (d), its leaf precondition is true as well. Second, as both a k and a t are applicable in s 0 π past , we must have pre(a k ) pre(a t ), so by (c) a t does not interfere with a k , and hence a k is still applicable in s π past • a t . But then, the same argument applies to a t+1 and s π past • a t , so iterating the argument we obtain that, for t ≤ i ≤ k − 1, pre(a k ) pre(a i ) and a i does not interfere with a k . The claim follows directly from this.
(f) a k is a center action.
Assume for contradiction that a k does not affect the center,
As π is past-maximal, a k cannot be moved in front of a t in π without violating the plan property. However, the plan π constructed as per (e) does exactly that, in contradiction.
We can now easily construct the desired permutation π F of π F . We construct the underlying centeraction sequence π C to be like π C [π F ], but moving the action a k , which by (f) is a center action so is part of π C [π F ], to the front. Consider the plan π constructed as per (e). The center-action subsequence of π is π C [s F ] • π C . So π consists of that center path, augmented with cheapest goal leaf paths compliant with that center path and ending in cheapest goal leaf states. Therefore, π C induces a decoupled plan π F for s F , and the permutation π of π is a global plan for π F . This concludes the argument.
Corollary 1. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a solvable non-goal decoupled state. Let A F s be a DSSS in s F . Then A F s is safe for s F .
Goal Decoupled States
Let us now consider goal decoupled states s F . The only thing that needs to change, relative to the definition of DSSS for non-goal decoupled states, is item (i): How to ensure that there is a shared action, i.e., that at least one action from π future is contained in A F s ? For non-goal decoupled states, this question was easily answered in terms of a decoupled necessary enabling set, supporting some part p of s not reached in s F . In a goal decoupled state s , however, such p does not exist. We instead need to capture all ways in which the goal price of some leaf may still be improved. We do so in terms of what we call goal-price frontier action sets:
Definition 7 (Goal-Price Frontier Set). Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a goal decoupled state, and let F L be a leaf factor where
Example 2. Figure 1 shows the leaf state space of the slightly modified example with the car and the manager, where V = {job, have-car, location}, with D(job) = {worker, manager}, D(have-car) = {T, F }, and D(location) = {A, B}. The actions are A = {get-manager-job, walk, drive, get-company-car, buy-car}, where get-manager-job changes the value of the variable job from worker to manager for cost 1, walk and drive set position from A to B at a cost of 100, respectively 1, where drive has the additional precondition {have-car=T }. The actions buy-car and get-company-car set have-car from F to T at a cost of 20000, respectively 0, where get-company-car has the additional precondition {job=manager}. The initial state is s 0 = {job=worker, have-car=F, location=A}, the goal is s = {location=B}. We set the factoring F with a single leaf to F C = {job} and F L = {have-car, location}. The pricing function of the initial decoupled state s F 0 is shown in the red numbers next to the states in Figure 1 , where we abbreviate, e.g., state {have-car = F, location = A} by F A. Observe that s F 0 is a goal decoupled state, where the extracted global plan is walk with a cost of 100. The goal-price frontier set for s F 0 is A = {get-company-car}, which captures the only way to reduce the goal price. In terms of the definition, both F A and F B qualify as s L , where the respective t L are T A and T B.
We use the goal-price frontier sets for all leaf factors that have a goal to ensure progress towards a cheaper goal decoupled state (replacing the decoupled necessary enabling set for the goal). In our example, the action get-company-car in the goal-price frontier set is not applicable because of the unsatisfied center precondition {have-car = T }. This leads to the center action get-manager-job being added to A F s . Applying it to s F 0 results in the state s F := s F 0 get-manager-job which has a global plan get-manager-job, get-company-car, drive with cost 2.
Similarly as for reached-enabling sets above, we prove that this construction indeed captures all potential enabling actions. From this property, the proof of safety will follow immediately. As the construction of a frontier is more selective than that of reached-enabling sets -targeted at priceimproving transitions -its correctness proof is more complicated though.
Lemma 3. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a goal decoupled state, and let F L be a leaf factor where s [F L ] = ∅. Let π F be a decoupled plan for s F , and let π be a global plan given π F . Let A be a goal-price frontier set for F L in s F .
Define a t , π past , and π future as before, and denote the 
How to compute a goal-price frontier set? Like for reached-enabling sets, this computation is highly time-critical, so we settle for a similar very simple solution: We collect all actions a labeling the goal-price frontier transitions s L a − → t L . Note that this is more targeted still than our solution for reached-enabling sets, as the definition of goal-price frontier transitions is more restrictive. For effective implementation, we precompute, within every leaf state space and for every leaf state
Given s F , the goal-price frontier transitions then are exactly those s L a − → t L that qualify for Definition 7 (i) which is cheap to test, and where
We can now state the definition of DSSS for goal decoupled states very easily:
Definition 8 (DSSS: Stars, Goal). Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a goal decoupled state. An action set A F s is a decoupled strong stubborn set (DSSS) for s F if all of the following conditions hold:
(ii) -(iv) as for non-goal decoupled states, Definition 6, replacing s F with s F .
The proof of safety also is very similar to that for non-goal decoupled states, i.e., that of Theorem 1: Theorem 2. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a goal decoupled state for which is not an optimal decoupled plan, and let π F be a strongly optimal decoupled plan for s F . Let A F s be a DSSS for s F . Then A F s contains a center action starting a permutation of π F .
Proof. The only difference to the proof of Theorem 1 is in argument (a), showing that there is a shared action a contained in both π future and A F s . Observe that, with not being an optimal decoupled plan, π F must strictly decrease the price of the goal for at least one leaf factor F L . That is, there must exist
We can apply Lemma 3, and get that π future contains an action from A, proving the claim.
Corollary 2. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Let s F be a goal decoupled state for which is not an optimal decoupled plan. Let A F s be a DSSS for s F . Then A F s is safe for s F .
Note that, if there is no goal-price frontier transition for F L in s F , then ∅ is a goal-price frontier set for F L in s F . If this is so for all F L on which a goal is defined, then, consequently, ∅ is a DSSS for s F . This is safe, i.e., we can prune all outgoing transitions of s F , because in this situation the goal price cannot be improved. In other words, goal-price frontier sets encompass a sufficient criterion for safely stopping the search at s F .
Special Cases Facilitating More Effective Handling
As we have seen, the construction of safe action sets in general star topologies requires to be rather inclusive, collecting potentially many actions which is detrimental to pruning power. This is specifically so for non-goal decoupled states (and hence most of the search). The main difficulty is the handling of reached leaf conditions p, i.e., reached-enabling sets. As p is already fully reached, in contrast to necessary enabling sets we cannot focus on some small part of p that is still open.
A major remedy is the consideration of more restricted topologies, namely fork and invertedfork topologies. These are practically relevant, since they can be easily identified and occur regularly in planning domains. The key property of these topologies is monotonicity of the pricing function:
• Positive monotonicity: In a fork topology, the price of any one leaf state s L can only decrease along a search path.
This is because the center has no precondition or effect on the leaves, so whenever a leaf path becomes center-compliant (all its preconditions on F C have been provided), it remains so forever after.
• Negative monotonicity: In an inverted-fork topology, the price of any one leaf state s L can only increase along a search path.
This is because the only cross-factor interaction consists in preconditions of the center on the leaves. So anything the center does can only pose more requirements on the leaves, and whenever a leaf path becomes non-center-compliant, it remains so forever after.
Positive monotonicity is useful because, for reached leaf conditions p, the only future event of interest is one that strictly decreases the price of some leaf state that satisfies p. Hence necessary enablers for such p can now be identified in a more targeted manner, similar to the goal-price frontier sets above. Negative monotonicity is useful because, if a leaf condition p is not reached, then this will remain so and anything requiring p can be pruned. For the sake of conciseness, we give summary presentations only, deferring some details, in particular the full proofs, to Appendix A. We consider fork topologies in Section 5.1 and invertedfork topologies in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we show how to combine the respective techniques, as special-case treatments for individual fork/inverted-fork leaves as part of general star topologies.
Forks
As previously hinted, the major ingredient of our treatment for fork topologies is a concept capturing how the price of a reached leaf condition p may be improved. This being the key construction here, we introduce and discuss it in detail. The concept is similar, but not identical to, the definition of goal-price frontier sets:
Definition 9 (Fork-Price Frontier Set). Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a fork factoring. Let s F be a decoupled state, let F L be a leaf factor, and let p be a partial assignment to F L reached in s F .
We say that an
An action set A is a fork-price frontier set for p in s F if, for every path π L as in (ii), the segment π L s→r of π L starting with s L a − → t L contains at least one action from A.
There are three differences to goal-price frontier sets (Definition 7): (a) the additional require-
. Differences (a) and (b) are sound in fork topologies but not in general, so are benefits of the focus on forks. Difference (c) is due to the difference between non-goal vs. goal decoupled states: whereas on the latter the goal price must be reduced globally, on non-goal decoupled states the price reduction will pertain only to individual leaf states r L . On goal decoupled states s F in fork topologies, we can get rid of difference (c),
We refer to this variant as fork-goal-price frontier sets.
As before, we show the correctness of our construction, i.e., that it indeed captures all potential enabling actions. The proof is similar to that for goal-price frontier sets in Lemma 3, with simple additions tackling the differences (a) -(c):
Lemma 4. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a fork factoring. Let s F be a solvable decoupled state, let F L be a leaf factor, and let p be a partial assignment to F L reached in s F . Let π F be a decoupled plan for s F , and let π be a global plan given π F . Let A be a fork-price frontier set for p in s F .
Define a t , π past , and π future as before. If there exists k > t such that, denoting by
Proof (sketch). Similarly to the proof of Lemma 3, we consider the smallest index j such that a L j is
, and we prove that
is a fork-price frontier transition for p in s F , from which the claim follows directly.
Difference (c) does not change anything as it is merely a different condition on the F L path end state, s L i in our case here, provided by prerequisite. It remains to prove that (a)
which is proved exactly as in Lemma 3, we can therefore conclude that a L j cannot be reached in s F . We do know, however, that s L j−1 is reached in s F . As the only non-F L precondition of a L j must be on F C , (a) follows. Regarding (b), in a fork topology, any cheapest compliant leaf path is simple, because without center preconditions nor effect on the leaf there is no reason to visit the same leaf state twice.
A similar claim holds for fork-goal-price frontier sets A, i.e., if it holds that cost(π L ) < goalprice[s F ](F L ), then π future contains an action from A. The proof is a straightforward combination of those for Lemmas 3 and 4, essentially applying arguments (a) and (b) from the latter as an extension of the former to tackle the definition differences (a) and (b) explained above.
From a practical perspective, in difference to goal-price frontier sets, item (ii) in Definition 9 is moot. First, we cannot exploit (b) that π L must be simple, as the question whether there exist vertex-disjoint paths from s 0 [F L ] to s L and from t L to r L is the 2-vertex-disjoint paths problem for directed graphs, which is known to be NP-complete (Fortune, Hopcroft, & Wyllie, 1980) . Second, in the weaker condition (c) cost(π L ) < prices[s F ](r L ), the value prices[s F ](r L ) we're comparing the cost of π L to is not a constant, i.e., depends on π L . One could check the condition through a search below t L , or through precomputing all-pairs shortest paths on the leaf state spaces, but given the associated overhead neither is promising. So we settle for the naïve approximation collecting all actions a labeling the fork-price frontier transitions s L a − → t L . For fork-goal-price frontier sets, of course, we can apply the same filter as before, i.e., collect a only where
We are now ready to define decoupled strong stubborn sets for fork topologies. For conciseness, we subsume both, the non-goal and goal cases, into a single definition:
Definition 10 (DSSS: Forks). Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a fork factoring. Let s F be a decoupled state.
An action set A F s is a fork-decoupled strong stubborn set (FDSSS) for s F if all of the following conditions hold:
(iii) For all center actions a C ∈ A F s ∩ A C reached in s F , A F s contains all actions a interfering with a C and where pre(a C ) pre(a ).
Recall here that, for fork and inverted-fork topologies, the center actions A C and the leaf actions
is an obvious combination handling non-goal s F like Definition 6, and handling goal s F like Definition 8 but with fork-goal-price frontier sets. Item (ii) is as before, item (iii) as well except that, as it turns out, we need to select interfering actions only for center actions a C ∈ A F s ∩ A C . Item (iv) replaces reached-enabling sets with fork-price frontier sets as advertised, doing so only for leaf actions as center actions do not have leaf preconditions in a fork. 6 As we mentioned before, our safety proof makes use of a notion of past-maximality different from that used for star topologies (Definition 3). We defer the details to Appendix A. Essentially, π is fork-past-maximal if, whenever on π future we apply a leaf action a k to a leaf state s L i already reached in s F , then we do so on a leaf path achieving s L i at a price cheaper than that in s F . Intuitively, this makes sense as, otherwise, we could have just as well used a compliant path for s L i in π past already. Formally, every global plan can be transformed into a fork-past-maximal global plan of equal of cheaper cost.
Theorem 3. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a fork factoring. Let s F be a solvable decoupled state for which is not an optimal decoupled plan, and let π F be a strongly optimal decoupled plan for s F . Let A F s be an FDSSS for s F . Then A F s contains a center action starting a permutation of π F .
Proof (sketch). The proof is similar to that of Theorems 1 and 2. There is one major difference. As before, we consider a global plan π for π F . We assume without loss of generality that π is fork-past-maximal. We denote a t , π past , and π future as before.
The argument (a) that there must be an action a shared between A F s and π future is the same as in the proof of Theorem 1 in the case of non-goal s F . For goal s F , it is the same as in the proof of Theorem 2, replacing Lemma 3 with the variant of Lemma 4 for fork-goal-price frontier sets.
Denoting by a k the first shared action, that (b) a k is reached in s F follows with the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.
The one major difference is that we have to prove next that (c) a k is a center action, because Definition 10 (iii) includes interfering actions for center actions a C ∈ A F s ∩ A C only. Once (c) is shown, the same argument as in Theorem 1 (c) shows that a k does not interfere with any of the actions a i , t ≤ i ≤ k − 1. The same argument as in Theorem 1 (e) shows that a k can be moved to the start of π future . The same concluding argument as in Theorem 1 shows the claim.
So, how do we show (c)?
As a t is a center action, given the fork topology we know that a k = a t and hence k > t. Hence fork-past-maximality applies,
. We remark that, in the latter, a fork-price frontier set needs to be collected even if
This is because a L may need to be on π future to correct a detrimental effect of some other, not-yet-reached, leaf action on π future . In the special case where F L consists of a single variable though, the latter cannot happen, so in that special case a fork-price frontier set is not required for pre(a L )[F L ] = ∅. We exploit that special case in our implementation.
F L actions, respectively states, in π prior to a k . Applying Lemma 4 yields that {a t , . . . , a k−1 } ∩ A = ∅, in contradiction to a k being the first shared action, concluding the proof.
Corollary 3. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a fork factoring. Let s F be a solvable decoupled state for which is not an optimal decoupled plan. Let A F s be an FDSSS in s F . Then A F s is safe for s F . We remark that the definition of fork-topology DSSS in the authors' previous IJCAI'16 paper on this topic does not contain item (iv). This is incorrect, i.e., does not guarantee safety. It may indeed forsake completeness, i.e., prune all decoupled plans for s F , because even if a leaf action a L 's precondition is already reached at the best possible price in s F , the price of the actual leaf state s L we must apply a L to may not yet be reached at all. Example 3 in Appendix A shows a case where this happens. During our work on the IJCAI'16 paper, the intricacies of enabling reached leaf conditions unfortunately escaped our attention. Empirically, our corrected version of fork-topology DSSS does not lose a lot of pruning power as we shall see in Section 7.2.
Inverted Forks
Our modifications for inverted-fork topologies are much simpler than those for forks. This has two main reasons:
• On goal decoupled state s F , we don't need to do anything at all. This is because, with negative monotonicity -pricing functions increasing monotonically along search paths -the prices below s F can never improve. So there is no need to search below s F , and we don't need to define any pruning techniques for that case (in other words: just set A F s := ∅).
• On non-goal decoupled states, the intricacies of enabling reached leaf conditions p remain essentially the same as in general star toplogies -all we know is that p is false after π past but may need to be made true in the future. Hence we need to include reached-enabling sets just like for general star topologies.
Given this, our modifications are confined to discarding any actions a from A F s whose leaf preconditions aren't reached in s F -which preserves safety simply because such a can never occur on π future . For the sake of completeness, let us state the latter formally: Proposition 1. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F an inverted-fork factoring. Let s F be a solvable decoupled state. Let π F be a decoupled plan for s F , and let π be a global plan given π F . Let a be an action where
Define a t , π past , and π future as before. Then a does not occur on π future .
Proof. Assume to the contrary that a does occur on π future . There must be at least one leaf factor where the precondition of a on that factor is not reached in s F . Let F L be such a leaf factor. Then
Given the inverted-fork structure, the actions in π L have preconditions on
The simplified definitions are as follows. First, necessary enabling sets need to worry about the center only, as an unreached leaf condition is unsolvable; and actions whose leaf preconditions are not reached can be discarded:
Definition 11 (Center-Necessary Enabling Set). Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F an inverted-fork factoring. Let s F be a decoupled state, and let p be a partial variable assignment to F C not reached in s F .
An action set A is a center-necessary enabling set for p in
For reached-enabling sets, nothing changes. This is because, cf. Definition 5, these catch actions from leaf paths π L starting in reached-enabling states s L , one of whose properties is that s L is reached in s F . But then, as an F L leaf path has preconditions only on F L itself, all actions on π L are already reached, and there are no unreached leaf preconditions to prune.
The definition of DSSS now mirrors that of DSSS for general star topologies: Compared to DSSS for general star topologies (Definition 6), we can restrict focus to decoupled states s F where the leaf goal is reached, because otherwise s F is unsolvable. We use centernecessary enabling sets instead of decoupled necessary enabling sets. We discard actions whose leaf preconditions are not reached, and given this, unreached leaf actions are never included, so only unreached center actions need to be supported.
Safety of this construction follows immediately from safety of DSSS for general star topologies, together with Proposition 1: Corollary 4. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F an inverted-fork factoring. Let s F be a solvable non-goal decoupled state. Let A F s be an IFDSSS in s F . Then A F s is safe for s F . Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 remains intact almost exactly as stated. The only addition we need to make is in arguments (a) -(c), where we invoke Proposition 1 to show that the shared action identified on π future (a,b), respectively the actions preceding a k on π future (c), do not have unreached leaf preconditions.
We remark that, in the special case of inverted-fork topologies where all leaf factors consist of a single state variable only, one can modify Definition 12, using only center actions in item (iii), and replacing item (iv) with a rule that includes center actions a whose leaf preconditions compete with those of a center action a already included into A F s . We use this more targeted definition as an optimization in our implementation. Formal details are provided in Definition 15 in Appendix A. Although this special case is interesting from a theoretical point of view, we did not observe a major impact in most of the planning domains that we ran our analysis on, as we shall see in Section 7.
Fork/Inverted-Fork Leaves in General Star Topologies
One can also combine the observations just made for fork and inverted-fork topologies, to obtain an enhanced variant of DSSS for general star topologies, exploiting the properties of individual fork/inverted-fork leaves. This is important as, in practice, it often happens that even in general star topologies there are (inverted-)fork leaves that can be treated more efficiently by the special-case algorithms.
Recall that fork/inverted-fork leaves behave like the leaves in the respective structure. That is, a fork leaf is one on which the center has neither precondition nor effect; and an inverted-fork leaf is one on which the center has no effect, and that has no precondition on the center. If such leaves occur in a general star topology, then we don't get positive/negative monotonicity at the global level, but we do get it for each of these individual leaves. This can be exploited in the same manner as specified above.
We define enhanced decoupled strong stubborn sets (EDSSS) towards this end. As the details are simple yet cumbersome to spell out formally, we defer them to Appendix A. Here is a summary:
(i) Goal enablers: For non-goal s F , use decoupled necessary enabling sets. For goal s F , use goal-price frontier sets for non-fork leaves, and use fork-goal-price frontier sets for fork leaves. Discard actions with unreached inverted-fork preconditions.
(ii) Unreached action enablers: Use decoupled necessary enabling sets. Discard actions with unreached inverted-fork preconditions.
(iii) Reached action interference: As before, but only for non-fork-leaf actions, and discarding actions with unreached inverted-fork preconditions.
(iv) Reached action enablers: For non-fork-leaf actions, use reached-enabling sets. For fork-leaf actions, use fork-price frontier sets.
The proof of safety mirrors that of Theorem 1, the only major addition being a new proof item showing that a k must be a non-fork action. The argument used for that purpose is the same one used in Theorem 3 to prove that a k must be a center action. The notions of past-maximality and fork-past-maximality are combined in these arguments, in the sense of assuming these properties for the individual leaves F L as appropriate.
Exponential Separations
Before proceeding to the empirical part of our research, let us state some basic theoretical facts evaluating the power of DSSS. We only give proof sketches in this section; full proofs are given in Appendix A.2. We say that a search space reduction method X is exponentially separated from a method Y if there exists a parameterized example family F such that, on F , X yields an exponentially stronger reduction than Y. Decoupled search and SSS are complementary in that each is exponentially separated from the other:
Theorem 4. Decoupled search is exponentially separated from SSS, and vice versa.
Our running example with locations A and B is a suitable family F for the first claim. There are only 3 reachable decoupled states (s F 0 ; drive to B; drive back). But SSS do not yield any pruning because, in any state s, to make progress to the goal, A s must include an applicable (un)load action; which interferes with the applicable drive action; which in turn interferes with all applicable (un)load actions. The opposite claim follows from an example shown in the proof of Lemma 1 in Gnad and Hoffmann (2019) . Here, the state space under SSS pruning is linear; decoupled search, however, cannot exploit the independence because of leaf-leaf interactions that forbid a star factoring, but never trigger during search.
Trivially, DSSS is exponentially separated from each of decoupled search and SSS, simply because DSSS naturally generalizes each of these components, so we can use the same families F as in Theorem 4. As a much stronger testimony to the power of DSSS, there are cases where it is exponentially separated from both its components:
Theorem 5. There exists a parameterized example family F such that, on F , DSSS yields an exponentially stronger reduction than both, decoupled search and SSS.
Two suitable families F arise from simple modifications of our running example. First, say we have M trucks and N * M packages, where each truck t i is associated with a group of N packages that only t i can transport. The number of reachable decoupled states is exponential in M because all trucks must be in the center factor. The SSS-pruned reachable standard state space has size exponential in N because including an (un)load action into A s necessitates, due to interference via the truck move as above, to include all applicable (un)load actions for the respective package group. However, in decoupled search with DSSS pruning, there are only M + 1 reachable states. This is because the two sources of pruning power combine gracefully. Decoupling gets rid of the blow-up in N (the packages within a group become independent leaves), while DSSS gets rid of the blow-up in M (only a single truck is committed to at a time).
In our second example, DSSS even is exponentially more than the sum of its components: stubborn sets have exponentially more impact on the decoupled search space than on the standard one. Say we have N packages and M trucks (where every truck may transport every package). Then decoupled search blows up in M , and SSS does not do anything because any package may require any truck. Applying DSSS to decoupled search, no truck move is pruned in s F 0 . However, after applying any one drive(t i , A, B) action, all package prices are the cheapest possible ones, the goalprice frontier is empty, and DSSS stops the search. So, again, there are only M + 1 reachable states. As we shall see next, similar phenomena seem to occur in the standard IPC Logistics benchmarks.
Experiments
We focus our experimental evaluation on optimal planning and proving unsolvability of planning instances. These algorithmic problems are the ones where partial-order reduction techniques have typically been applied to in the past, because of the need to explore large state spaces exhaustively. Here, strong stubborn sets pruning can exponentially reduce the search effort, facilitating the problem significantly. We compare the performance of decoupled strong stubborn sets pruning (DS 3 ) to its base components, i.e., standard search with strong stubborn sets pruning (S 3 ), decoupled search (DS), as well as standard search without pruning (B).
We start by describing the setup and our implementation in Section 7.1, and then discuss the experimental evaluation in Sections 7.2 (optimal planning) and 7.3 (proving unsolvability).
Experimental Setup & Implementation
All experiments are conducted on a cluster of Intel E5-2660 machines running at 2.20 GHz, with a time cut-off of 30 minutes and a memory limit of 4 GB. Our implementation extends the decoupled search planner of , which is based on the Fast Downward planning system (FD) (Helmert, 2006) . We use the Lab software package to execute the experiments (Seipp, Pommerening, Sievers, & Helmert, 2017) .
The decoupled search implementation supports several factoring strategies that can identify different topologies, among others fork and inverted-fork factorings , and also more general star topologies (Gnad et al., 2017a) . We employ the fork and inverted-fork factoring strategies to illustrate the advantages of the special case optimizations developed in Section 5, using the improved factoring strategies from Gnad et al. (2017a) . To evaluate our general framework, we choose the incident-arcs strategy as introduced in Gnad et al. (2017a) , which is able to generate star factorings in the highest number of instances in the benchmark set that we use. The strategy computes so-called strict-star factorings, which allow for arbitrary interaction between center and leaves, but no interaction across leaves. This restricts the possible factorings F as defined in Section 3.1 in that center actions affecting a leaf factor F L , must have preconditions and effects only on F L and F C . More formally, let a C be a center action, if there exists an
This prohibits center actions that (1) affect multiple leaf factors, or (2) have an effect on one and are preconditioned by another leaf.
The three factoring strategies that we use are typically very complementary, identifying valid factorings on different planning instances. Therefore, we show results for each of the strategies separately, on benchmarks in which the strategy is successful. Like previous work on decoupled search, we abstain from tackling an instance whenever the resulting factoring has less than two leaf factors. The rationale behind this is that the potential gain of decoupled search over standard search is exponential in the number of leaves. We remark that the factoring process is very fast, terminating within 1s in almost all instances. Therefore, when no proper factoring could be found, we can still invoke standard search without loosing a lot of time. We do not do this to focus our evaluation on benchmark instances where decoupled search is actually performed.
The definitions in Section 4 do not fully specify how to compute decoupled strong stubborn sets, but rather state the properties such sets need to have. In particular, there are several ways to compute (1) decoupled necessary enabling sets, (2) reached-enabling sets, and (3) goal-price frontier sets. For (1), we stick to the ordering given in Definition 4, namely we first choose unreached leaf variable assignments, then unreached center assignments. If this still does not result in a unique choice, we stick to the FD variable-ordering, which has also been used in prior work on strong stubborn sets (Wehrle & Helmert, 2014) . In combination with our use of action interference, where only interfering actions with agreeing preconditions are added to the DSSS, our selection strategy corresponds to the "full/mutex + FD" strategy of Wehrle and Helmert (2014) . For the standard search variant of strong stubborn sets pruning that we compare to (S 3 ), we use the strategy "fullsyntactic-SSS-EC", which is the strongest variant of SSS pruning that is implemented in a recent Fast Downward. Regarding (2) and (3), we use the approximations as described in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, respectively.
The special case definitions from Section 5 also leave some freedom, namely in how to compute fork(-goal)-price frontier sets and center-necessary enabling sets. For the latter, we stick to the aforementioned static selection of yet unreached assignments. Regarding the former, we implemented the algorithms outlined in Section 5.1, except that we do not check if a leaf path π L is simple.
We show results for two different configurations of decoupled strong stubborn sets, the plain variant implementing the definitions from Section 4 (DS 3 ), and a variant that uses all optimizations from Section 5 whenever they are applicable (DS 3 O ). As a preview on the empirical results, it turns out that just like in standard search (Alkhazraji et al., 2012; Wehrle et al., 2013; Wehrle & Helmert, 2014) , there exist domains where stubborn sets pruning does not result in any reduction of the search space size. Yet, computing a (decoupled) strong stubborn set for every state expanded in the search incurs a significant runtime overhead. Therefore, we implement a simple safety belt mechanism to disable the pruning in planning instances where stubborn sets are not effective. To do so, we switch the stubborn sets off if after the first 1000 expanded states less than 1% of the transitions have been pruned (a similar mechanism has been used in Torralba and Hoffmann (2015) ). We keep the safety belt rather permissive to only disable the pruning in instances where effectively no transitions are being pruned. This allows for a detailed analysis on how much pruning is needed to make up for the computational overhead of computing a (decoupled) strong stubborn set in every search state. Expanding 1000 states usually takes only little time, so we expect the total overhead to be small if the pruning does not pay off. On the other hand, if only a small fraction of the transitions could be pruned during the first 1000 expansions, chances are high that it remains like this throughout the entire search. We shall see in the next two sections that both conjectures are valid in almost all domains.
Optimal Planning
We evaluate our algorithms in optimal planning on all STRIPS benchmarks from the optimal tracks of the International Planning Competition (IPC) ('98-'18) . To analyze the pruning power of the strong stubborn sets, we show results for blind search. Additionally, we run A * search with the h LM-cut heuristic (Helmert & Domshlak, 2009 ), a well-performing configuration for optimal planning. When using h LM-cut , we include Complementary 2 (C2) to the comparison, the best nonportfolio planner in the optimal track of IPC'18 (Franco, Lelis, & Barley, 2018) . Complementary is based on symbolic pattern databases (Franco, Torralba, Lelis, & Barley, 2017) .
As a general remark, observe that, since in decoupled search the pruning only happens over center actions, the potential for pruning is significantly reduced compared to standard search. No reduction within the leaves can be achieved, given the distributed nature of decoupled search. Furthermore, the necessity to include reached-enabling sets (in the star case) and fork-price frontier sets (for fork factorings) reduces the pruning power in the decoupled setting even more. On the other hand, the node generation time is tremendously higher in decoupled search, due to the maintenance of the pricing function. Therefore, a smaller search space reduction can already lead to a speed-up over pure decoupled search, because the relative overhead of computing a strong stubborn set for each expanded state is smaller.
We start with the more general star factorings obtained from the incident-arcs strategy - Table 1 : Coverage data (number of instances solved) and pruning power when using blind search with the incident-arcs factoring strategy. "Transitions" shows the average percentage of transitions pruned during search on instances commonly solved by S 3 and DS 3 O . "Search space" and "runtime" columns show the average improvement factors compared to the respective baseline, i.e., B as baseline for S 3 and DS for DS 3 O . We use the number of expanded states until the last f-layer and FD's "total time" on commonly solved instances to measure the improvement (ignoring instances commonly solved in less than 0.1s for the runtime factors). "Others" summarizes all domains in which the percentage of pruned transitions was rounded to 0% for both S 3 and DS 3 O . Best coverage is highlighted in bold face. main purpose of this work is to inherit the strength of the stubborn sets where S 3 improves over B. Where S 3 performs better than DS, we want to narrow this gap, ideally making up for the advantage completely, or even doing better than both baselines. As we see from the results, this is really the case -where S 3 improves coverage over B, we also get an improvement for the two decoupled variants with pruning over DS (ParcPrinter, Rovers, and Woodworking). And, indeed, there are two domains where the combination is more than the sum of its components, namely in Logistics00 and Rovers. Yet, DSSS cannot always fully make up for the advantage of S 3 . In ParcPrinter, for example, although the coverage increases, DS 3 and DS 3 O still solve only 11 instances compared to 23 of S 3 . On the other hand, if there is only little pruning and the overhead does not pay off for S 3 , this is also often the case for DS 3 over DS, e.g. in Tidybot.
Comparing the two decoupled strong stubborn sets variants with and without the optimizations from Section 5, it turns out that there is almost no difference. In terms of coverage, there is one Organic-Split instance solved in 1716s by DS 3 , but not by DS 3 O , which can be attributed to noise. The additional instance solved in Logistics00, however, is indeed due to an increased pruning power of the special case handling of the fork factoring in this domain. When taking a more detailed look at the amount of pruning, we observe no significant difference when enabling the optimizations in most domains. DS 3 O prunes more transitions in 13 domains, leading to a smaller search space in one instance in each of Woodworking08 and Zenotravel, and in all instances of Logistics00. In the latter, the average percentage of pruned transitions increases from 17% to 46% on instances commonly solved by DS 3 and DS 3
O . The runtime in these instances decreases by up to one order of magnitude, but they are all solved within 10s, anyway. In the other domains, the additional pruning is mostly due to pruning on decoupled goal states, which has only a minor effect on the overall search. Because of this almost identical behaviour (except for one domain), we only report the pruning power data for DS 3 O . Enabling the safety belt leads to superior coverage for both S 3 and DS 3 O . DS 3 O with safety belt almost fully makes up for the instances that without safety belt are lost compared to DS (there is one exception in Organic-Split). Except in this instance, the safety belt, even in its permissive usage where the pruning is only disabled if it basically does not remove any transition, results in coverage that is always the maximum of DS and DS 3 O without safety belt. The result is not as good for S 3 with safety belt, which loses 16 instances compared to the best of B and S 3 .
In terms of total coverage, enabling strong stubborn set pruning in both standard and decoupled search results in a worse performance. Although the coverage increases in domains where stubborn sets reduce the size of the search space, the overhead in the other domains outweighs this advantage. With the safety belt mechanism, one can reliably get the best of both worlds, i.e., use the pruning where it is useful and disable it when it does not lead to any search space reduction.
Let us take a closer look at the pruning power. The "Transitions" columns show the percentage of transitions pruned during the search, on instances commonly solved by S 3 and DS 3 O . The improvement factors for search space size and runtime are ratios over the respective per-domain sum of B over S 3 for S 3 , and DS over DS 3 O for DS 3 O . So we always compare to the baseline variant without the pruning, not to the common baseline B. Observe that for stubborn sets to be beneficial, a significant percentage of the transitions needs to be pruned. An extreme case is Tidybot, where even with 20% of the transitions pruned the size of the search space does not change for decoupled search and only slightly for standard search, and the runtime overhead is prohibitive. More expectedly, this effect also becomes visible in the "Others" domains, where the average transition reduction is rounded to 0% for S 3 and DS 3 O . Typically, when S 3 achieves a substantial pruning, this is also true for DS 3 O , although the reduction is almost always less pronounced. On the positive side, the slowdown is usually smaller, too, in domains with little pruning. In some domains, DS 3 O even prunes more transitions than S 3 (in percent), and this translates into a higher runtime benefit. This happens, e.g., in Logistics00, PSR, Rovers, and Zenotravel.
Overall, decoupled strong stubborns sets pruning results in improved runtime (coverage) in 8 (4) of the 31 domains (counting domains that appeared in different competitions only once), in- cluding ParcPrinter where due to the bad-performing baseline we have no improvement factors. This is even more than in standard search, where S 3 only improves runtime (coverage) in 5 (3) domains. However, it does not suffice to perform best in total coverage, where due to a less significant gain in ParcPrinter and Woodworking, and bad domains inherited from DS (mostly Elevators and Miconic), DS 3 O is 31 instances behind S 3 when using the safety belt. Table 2 shows the results when instead of running blind search, we use A * search with the h LM-cut heuristic. One of the main differences is that here both S 3 and DS 3 O can actually improve over the respective baseline without using the safety belt, i.e., a smaller transition reduction already leads to a runtime improvement. Again, where S 3 improves coverage over B, we also see an improvement of DS 3 O over DS (ParcPrinter, Satellite, and Woodworking), with an exception in Driverlog. On the negative side, enabling the pruning in decoupled search cannot fully make up for the advantage in Woodworking (5 instances). This seems to be due to a rather bad problem decomposition of the incident-arcs factoring. When using a fork or inverted-fork factoring (Tables  3 and 4) , DS 3 can solve all instances that S 3 solves.
Coverage
Pruning Power +safety b. Regarding the differences between DS 3 and DS 3 O , there are again almost none. The only instance solved by DS 3 O but not by DS 3 is solved in 1658s, so again can be attributed to noise, in particular since (almost) no transitions are pruned. Comparing the two configurations in more detail reveals that the size of the search space of DS 3 O is only smaller than that of DS 3 in Logistics00. Here, the percentage of pruned transitions on commonly solved instances increases from 14% to 39%, the runtime improves by a factor of 2.
The pruning power is comparable to the blind search case. The percentage of transitions pruned is usually in the same range, but leads to a less pronounced reduction in the search space size for decoupled search. Nevertheless, this results in a speed-up of the search in many cases, because the relative overhead spent for computing the stubborn sets is smaller than when running blind search -it takes time to evaluate the h LM-cut heuristic. Thus, the overhead pays off even if the search space size reduction is only moderate.
With the safety belt, DS 3 O solves all instances solved by DS or DS 3 O , except two in OrganicSplit, and one in Satellite. In Organic-Split, the safety belt does not trigger, because there are at most 1082 state expansions; the instance in Satellite is solved only barely within the time limit by the succeeding configurations.
To conclude this section, we want to analyze the special case optimizations from Section 5 in more detail. Table 3 sheds further light on the fork factorings. Here, we compare to the faulty implementation of Gnad et al. (2016) , which does not guarantee completeness (DS 3 O ). The main difference to our fork-optimized variant are the missing price-frontier sets for an action's leaf preconditions. Observe that the difference between the two versions is rather small. Due to the larger overhead, DS 3 O looses one instance in NoMystery which it gains back in Satellite. Other than that, the pruning power is similar. There are also a few cases where DS 3 O actually prunes slightly more transitions than DS 3 . This is due to a stronger pruning in goal states, where in DS 3 O transitions are not included that cannot possibly contribute to a lower goal cost of a leaf (Definition 9 (ii)). This is ignored in the special case definition of frontiers from Gnad et al. (2016) , which corresponds to part (i) of the Definition. O , it turns out that, as before, there are mostly minor differences. In Logistics, the average percentage of pruned transitions increases from 16% for DS 3 to 40% with the optimizations on commonly solved instances. Other than that, the only difference is in Satellite, where the pruning increases by a bit, slightly reducing the size of the search space.
For inverted-fork factorings - Table 4 -we see a nice improvement when enabling the pruning in decoupled search, the coverage increases by 2 instances in Rovers, and by 8 in Woodworking. Coverage decreases only by one instance in Elevators. There is also a high reduction in search space size and runtime for Woodworking. Compared to S 3 , DS 3 O cannot make up for one instance in Logistics00. Observe that the pruning power of decoupled strong stubborn sets is highly dependent on the factoring type. While with fork factorings, around 40% of the transitions in Logistics are pruned, there is almost no reduction when using an inverted-fork factoring. The same phenomenon is visible in Satellite. In both cases, the speed-up over DS either vanishes completely, or is significantly reduced.
Comparing DS 3 to DS 3 O , it turns out that there is absolutely no difference in terms of pruning power. Even the absolute number of pruned transitions does not change. There is a measurable speed-up in Satellite, though, where the average runtime improves by a factor of 1.9, due to a more efficient computation of the stubborn sets. Here, the special-case optimization for single-variable inverted-fork leaves, which is described in the Appendix, triggers. Other than that, the special case optimizations apparently do not lead to an increased pruning power in the domains we are using.
In summary, we have seen similar results throughout this section. In many cases, though not in all domains, we get the desired improvement of DS 3 /DS 3 O over DS in domains when S 3 improves over B. The safety belt mechanism is a nice and simple way to get the best of both worlds, i.e., when stubborn sets pruning is effective, it can be used, if not, we can easily disable the pruning to prevent its computational overhead. Unfortunately, it looks like the special case handling for fork and inverted-fork leaves can only add little over the base definitions from Section 4 on our benchmark set. Compared to Complementary 2, as a representative of the state-of-the-art in optimal planning, there are a few cases where DS 3 O performs better. This is the case in Logistics and ParcPrinter, when using the incident-arcs factorings; additionally in Satellite, TPP, and Woodworking for fork factorings, and in Satellite with inverted-fork factorings. We conclude that decoupled strong stubborn sets can compete with state-of-the-art optimal planners when a good problem decomposition is possible, and stubborn-sets pruning is effective.
Proving Unsolvability
We will next illustrate the potential of decoupled strong stubborn sets for proving unsolvability of planning tasks. We use two different configurations. Table 5 shows results for blind search with the incident-arcs factoring, where the entire state space is exhausted, proving the absence of goal states reachable from the initial state. In Table 6 , we additionally use the h max heuristic as a deadend detector (Bonet & Geffner, 2001) . For all planners based on decoupled search we switch to a pricing function that only distinguishes between reachable (price 0) and unreachable leaf states (price ∞). We show results on all domains from the Unsolvability IPC'16 and those from Hoffmann et al. (2014) where not all instances have been reused for the competition. When using h max , we also compare against Sympa, the best non-portfolio planner in the Unsolvability IPC'16 (Torralba, 2016) . Table 5 illustrates that in the domains at hand, although we see some significant transition pruning that translates into a reduction of the search space in a couple of domains, this only leads to a runtime improvement in Diagnosis and 3SAT. Coverage increases in Diagnosis, and we get a quite remarkable result in 3SAT, where runtime decreases from around 260s for DS to only 1.1s for DS 3 O . Unfortunately, only a single instance of this domain can be decomposed using the incidentarcs strategy. Again, we do not see a difference between DS 3 and DS 3 O in terms of coverage, nor in the number of transitions pruned, or runtime. The safety belt is able to recover all but two instances in Rovers, when using decoupled search. For standard search, it fails in 4 instances. Table 6 : Detailed results for A * search with h max when using an incident-arcs factoring strategy. The setup is identical to Table 1. Here, "coverage" stands for the number of instances proved unsolvable.
The additional usage of h max as a dead-end detector does not change the big picture. In Diagnosis and 3SAT, the stubborn sets pruning can improve the results of DS significantly. In Diagnosis, this is a bit hidden, because of only little pruning happening in the single (non-trivially) commonly solved instance. Comparing DS and DS 3 O directly we observe a runtime improvement factor of 16, and two more instances solved. Activating the safety belt in this configuration results in the best of DS and DS 3 O for decoupled search in all but one instance. DS 3 O can compete with Sympa in Cavediving, Diagnosis, and the resource-constrained variant of NoMystery. The big advantage of Sympa in terms of total coverage stems from the resourceconstrained Rovers and TPP domains. NoMystery and TPP are not shown in the tables, since no pruning happens in these domains. Both appear in the UIPC'16 benchmarks as well as the domains from Hoffmann et al. (2014) , though with different instances. Across both benchmark sets, DS 3 O (with safety belt) proves 13 instances unsolvable, Sympa 38, in TPP. In NoMystery, it is 36 instances for DS 3 O , and 35 for Sympa. In summary, strong stubborn sets pruning can be highly beneficial for proving the unsolvability of planning tasks with decoupled search, if the tasks have the required structure. In the domains that we use for evaluation, this does not happen frequently, though. Like in optimal planning, when using a safety belt mechanism, we can nicely combine the two techniques and inherit the strengths of both components -strong stubborn sets and decoupled search.
Conclusion
Partial-order reduction via strong stubborn sets is a well-established technique that has originally been introduced in model checking and recently caught interest in the planning community. It is designed to avoid the exploration of redundant parts of the state space that result from the application of different permutations of action sequences. Star-topology decoupled search is a novel approach to exploit conditionally independent parts of a planning problem by decomposition. Both techniques have been proposed to tackle the state space explosion problem inherent to many variants of explicit state space search. In this work, we combine the two methods in the context of classical planning to be able to get the best of both worlds.
We extend our previous work that has developed strong stubborn sets pruning in the restricted setting when using fork factorings, fixing a special case handling that can lead to unsafe pruning. 7 Moving from fork to general star topologies is a highly non-trivial extension that needs a careful analysis of the possible interaction between center and leaf factors. As such, it also sacrifices some pruning potential, not only from this more complex dependencies, but also given that the pruning is restricted to center actions.
Nevertheless, our experimental evaluation illustrates that enabling strong stubborn sets pruning in decoupled search can be highly beneficial, in both optimal planning and proving unsolvability. By using a simple safety belt mechanism, we are able to switch off the pruning on instances where it is not useful. This skips the expensive computation of decoupled strong stubborn sets, leading to a superior overall performance.
With the complete integration of strong stubborn sets pruning into decoupled search, the question arises if we can combine this with other techniques. Recently, symmetry breaking (Gnad et al., 2017c) and symbolic representations (Gnad, Torralba, & Hoffmann, 2017b) have been adapted to the decoupled setting. Can those be combined with decoupled strong stubborn sets?
And finally, having adopted partial-order reduction from model checking, why not apply decoupled strong stubborn sets to this problem? In directed model checking, search algorithms suffer from the same exponential blow-up of the search space like planning. And since it has already been shown that star-topology decoupled search can be applied successfully in directed model checking (Gnad, Dubbert, Lluch-Lafuente, & Hoffmann, 2018) , we can further enhance it by the combination we propose in this work.
As j ≥ l, this transition is part of π future . We prove that (*)
. . , a L j−1 ). Observe that, hence, s L j−1 is reached in s F , as its price is upper-bounded by a finite value. Further, observe that, adding the cost of a L j on both sides of the inequality
Regarding (b), in a fork topology, any cheapest compliant leaf path is simple, because without center preconditions nor effect on the leaf there is no reason to visit the same leaf state twice.
We have now proved (*). Given this, as A is a goal-price frontier set for
and s L i must contain an action from A. The claim follows as, with j ≥ l and by definition of a L i , a L j , . . . , a L i is a subsequence of a t , . . . , a k−1 .
Definition 13 (Fork-Past-Maximality). Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a fork factoring. Let s F be a decoupled state, let π F be a decoupled plan for s F , and let π be a global plan given π F .
Define a t , π past , and π future as before. We say that π is fork-past-maximal if, for every leaf factor F L and for every k > t where
Lemma 5. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a fork factoring. Let s F be a decoupled state, let π F be a decoupled plan for s F , and let π be a global plan given π F . Then there exists a fork-past-maximal global plan π given π F where cost(π ) ≤ cost(π).
Proof. We obtain such a π as follows. Start with π := π. If π is past-maximizing, stop. Else, select a counter-example F L and k, and denote
. So π remains a plan when removing a L 1 , . . . , a L i from π , and inserting π L i as a subsequence of π past . Further, we can move a k to the end of π past , because its F L precondition is achieved by π L , and its F C precondition (if any) is true in s 0 π past as pre(a k ) is reached in s F . Now, iterate. This algorithm terminates as, after each step, there is one action less in π future . The outcome π satisfies the claim as we have not changed the center-action subsequence, and the permuted leaf paths are still compliant with that sequence. Theorem 3. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a fork factoring. Let s F be a solvable decoupled state for which is not an optimal decoupled plan, and let π F be a strongly optimal decoupled plan for s F . Let A F s be an FDSSS for s F . Then A F s contains a center action starting a permutation of π F .
Proof. Let π be a global plan for π F , and assume, without loss of generality by Lemma 5, that π is fork-past-maximal. Denote π = a 1 , . . . , a n . As above, let a t be the starting action of π C [π F ] in π, and denote π past := a 1 , . . . , a t−1 and π future := a t , . . . , a n . Then the following properties hold:
(a) There must be an action a shared between A F s and π future , i.e., a ∈ A F s ∩ {a t , . . . , a n }. If s is not reached in s F , then this follows by the same argument as for (a) in the proof of Theorem 1.
If s is reached in s F , then this follows by the same argument as for (a) in the proof of Theorem 2, replacing Lemma 3 with the variant of Lemma 4 for fork-goal-price frontier sets.
By the same argument as for (b) in the proof of Theorem 1.
. First, with (b) and due to Definition 10, we then know that A F s contains a fork-price frontier set A for p := pre(a k )[F L ] in s F . We show that π future contains an action from A in front of a k , in contradiction to a k being the first shared action.
Denote by a L 1 , . . . , a L i and s L 0 , . . . , s L i the F L actions, respectively states, in π prior to a k . We know that k ≥ t because a k is on π future . In fact, as a t is a center action, given the fork topology we know that a k = a t and hence k > t. Given this, as π is fork-past-maximal and a k is reached in
We can therefore apply Lemma 4 and get that {a t , . . . , a k−1 } ∩ A = ∅, as we needed to show.
(d) a k does not interfere with any of the actions a i , t ≤ i ≤ k − 1, where pre(a) pre(a i ).
With (b) and (c), and as Definition 10 (iii) includes interfering actions for reached center actions in A F s , this follows by the same argument as for (c) in the proof of Theorem 1.
By the same argument as for (e) in the proof of Theorem 1, except that we do not need to take care of leaf preconditions as, in a fork structure, the center action a k cannot have any such preconditions.
The claim now follows with the same concluding argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.
Example 3. We give an example Π = V, A, s 0 , s , fork factoring F, and solvable non-goal s F , where an FDSSS A F s as per Definition 10 but without item (iv) does not contain the starting action of any decoupled plan for s F .
We define Π as follows:
• s 0 (v) = 0 for all v ∈ V.
• s = {l 1 = 3, l 2 = 0}.
• The action set A contains:
The factoring F has the center F C = {c 1 , c 2 }, and the single leaf F L = {l 1 , l 2 }. Figure 2 illustrates the state spaces of these factors. The only way to solve this task is the leaf path a L 0→1 , a L 1→2 , a L 2→3 . To execute that leaf path, we must first apply the center action a C 1 0→1 , achieving the precondition of a L 0→1 ; then we need to apply a L 0→1 , as well as a L 1→2 which has precondition c 2 = 0; and only then can we apply a C 2 0→1 , achieving the precondition of the final action a L 2→3 . Note that we can not apply the center actions in the opposite order: we must first move c 1 , because once we moved c 2 to 1 we cannot move it back to 0. We set s F to the initial decoupled state here, s F := s F 0 . Due to the leaf action a L⊥ 0→1 , l 1 = 1 is reached in s F ; the only unreached leaf-variable values are l 1 = 2 and l 2 = 3. Given the above, the only decoupled plan for s F is induced by the center-action sequence a
0→1
. So, what does the construction of an FDSSS A F s do here? Say first that we use Definition 10 without item (iv). By Definition 10 (i), we first collect all actions achieving l 1 = 3 into A F s . There is only one such action, namely a L 2→3 . For that action, the leaf precondition l 1 = 2 is not reached, so the necessary enabling set as per Definition 10 (ii) adds the only achiever, a L 1→2 , into A F s . That action is reached -its leaf precondition l 1 = 1 is reached in s F -so without Definition 10 (iv) it spawns no further activity. The construction stops with A F s = {a L 2→3 , a L 1→2 }. As advertised, this does not contain the starting action of any decoupled plan for s F -indeed it does not contain any center action at all.
The issue here is that, with pre(a L 1→2 ) = {l 1 = 1} already being reached in s F , without item (iv) we overlook that, yes, this condition is reached, but in the wrong leaf state, namely {l 1 = 1, l 2 = 1} which is not part of any solution.
For the record, if we do use item (iv) of Definition 10, then this issue is fixed: with p := {l 1 = 1}, the leaf state r L := {l 1 = 1, l 2 = 0}, i.e., the leaf state we actually need to use on a solution, forces a fork-price frontier set for p in s F to contain a L 0→1 . To see this, observe that r L |= p; that the path
Definition 14 (DSSS: Enhanced). Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Denote by F F L the set of fork leaves in F, denote by F IF L the set of inverted-fork leaves in F, and denote
An action set A F s is an enhanced decoupled strong stubborn set (EDSSS) for s F if all of the following conditions hold:
(ii) For all actions a ∈ A F s not reached in s F , A F s contains a decoupled necessary enabling set for pre(a) in s F , discarding actions a where
s contains all actions a interfering with a where pre(a) pre(a ) and 
Note that, in (i), actions in a fork-goal-price frontier set cannot have a precondition on an inverted-fork leaf, so we do not need to exclude actions with unreached inverted-fork leaf preconditions. In (iv), for non-fork-leaf actions a (first case in the item), a cannot have a precondition on any such leaf. Reached-enabling sets are thus collected only for non-fork leaves.
Theorem 6. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F a star factoring. Denote F F L , F IF L , and F GL as in Definition 14. Let s F be a solvable decoupled state (in particular,
is reached in s F ), and let π F be a decoupled plan for s F . Let A F s be an EDSSS for s F . Then A F s contains a center action starting a permutation of π F . Proof. Let π be a global plan for π F . Observe first that the notions of past-maximality and forkpast-maximality affect individual leaves only, i.e., the actions a k in question affect exactly one leaf factor. So we can transform π as per Lemma 1 to be past-maximal for non-fork leaves; and we can transform it as per Lemma 5 to be fork-past-maximal for fork leaves. We can hence assume that π has these properties, without loss of generality.
Denote π = a 1 , . . . , a n . As before, let a t be the starting action of π C [π F ] in π, and denote π past := a 1 , . . . , a t−1 and π future := a t , . . . , a n . Then the following properties hold:
(a) There must be an action a shared between A F s and π future , i.e., a ∈ A F s ∩ {a t , . . . , a n }. If s is not reached in s F , this holds by the same argument as for (a) in the proof of Theorem 1.
If s is reached in s F , then for non-fork leaves this holds by the same argument as for (a) in the proof of Theorem 2, and for fork leaves this holds by the same argument as for (a) in the proof of Theorem 3.
In all but the last case, we invoke Proposition 1 to show that actions with unreached inverted-leaf preconditions can be discarded.
Given (a), let a k be the first shared action, i.e., say that a k ∈ A F s and {a t , . . . , a k−1 } ∩ A F s = ∅. (b) a k is reached in s F .
By the same argument as for (b) in the proof of Theorem 1, invoking Proposition 1 to show that actions with unreached inverted-leaf preconditions can be discarded.
, then a k does not interfere with any of the actions a i , t ≤ i ≤ k − 1, where pre(a) pre(a i ).
By the same argument as for (c) in the proof of Theorem 1, applied to
with Definition 14 (iii), and invoking Proposition 1 to show that actions with unreached invertedleaf preconditions can be discarded.
Assume for contradiction that a k is a fork-leaf action, a k ∈ A L [F L ] for a fork leaf F L . With (b) and due to Definition 14, A F s contains a fork-price frontier set A for p := pre(a k )[F L ] in s F . From here, the argument is the same as for (c) in the proof of Theorem 3, invoking fork-past-maximality for F L .
(e) The leaf precondition of a k is true at the end of π past , i.e., in s 0 π past . (f) a k can be moved to the start of π future . Precisely, π := π past • a k , a t , . . . , a k−1 , a k+1 , . . . , a n is a plan for Π.
By the same argument as for (e) in the proof of Theorem 1, applied to
(g) a k is a center action.
with (d), invoking past-maximality for the non-fork leaf F L .
The claim now follows with the same concluding argument as in the proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 7. Let Π = V, A, s 0 , s be an FDR task and F an inverted-fork factoring where every leaf consists of a single variable, ∀F L ∈ F L : |F L | = 1. Let s F be a solvable non-goal decoupled state, and let π F be a decoupled plan for s F . Let A F s be a SVIFDSSS for s F . Then A F s contains a center action starting a permutation of π F .
Proof. Let π be a global plan for π F , and assume, without loss of generality, by Lemma 1, that π is past-maximal. Denote π = a 1 , . . . , a n . As above, let a t be the starting action of π C [π F ] in π, and denote π past := a 1 , . . . , a t−1 and π future := a t , . . . , a n . Then the following properties hold:
(a) There must be a center action shared between A F s and π future , i.e., a ∈ A F s ∩ {a t , . . . , a n }. Such an action must exist by the same argument as for (a) in the proof of Theorem 1. It must be a center action due to Proposition 1.
Given (a), let a k be the first shared action, i.e., say that a k ∈ A F s and {a t , . . . , a k−1 } ∩ A F s = ∅.
(b) a k is reached in s F .
By the same argument as for (b) in the proof of Theorem 6 .
(c) a k does not interfere with any of the center actions a i in a t , . . . , a k−1 , where pre(a k ) pre(a i ).
For the center actions in a t , . . . , a k−1 , this holds by the same argument as for (c) in the proof of Theorem 6. , invoking Proposition 1 to show that actions with unreached leaf preconditions can be discarded. But then, a i is such an action and is therefore contained in A F s , in contradiction to a k being the first shared action.
(e) No action on a t , . . . , a k−1 affects a variable in vars(pre(
Observe first that, due to the inverted-fork structure, every action that affects a variable in
To prove the claim, we next show that there exists no action a i on a t , . . . , a k−1 , with t ≤ i < k, where a i ∈ A L [F L ] and F L ⊆ vars(pre(a k )). Assume for contradiction that such an a i exists. From (b), we have that (1) a k is reached in s F . In particular, its leaf precondition on vars(pre(a k )) ∩ F L is reached in s F . With (d), we have that (2) no center action on a t , . . . , a k−1 has a competing leaf precondition, so in particular there exists no center action a j , with t ≤ j < k, s.t.
Denote by π L →k the F L -affecting leaf-action subsequence in π prior to a k that includes a i . Because π is a plan, π L →k is compliant with π C [s F ] • π C [ a t , . . . , a k−1 ]. From (1) and (2), it follows that π L →k is also compliant with π C [s F ]. Given that by prerequisite a i is in a t , . . . , a k−1 this is in contradiction to the assumption that π is past-maximal.
(f) The leaf precondition of a k is true at the end of π past , i.e., in s 0 π past . This follows directly from (b) and (e), and the fact the π is a plan.
(g) a k can be moved to the start of π future . Precisely, π := π past • a k , a t , . . . , a k−1 , a k+1 , . . . , a n is a plan for Π.
Given (b) and (f), a k is applicable in s 0 π past . With (c) a k does not interfere with any center action a i in a t , . . . , a k−1 by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1. The only leaf actions it can interfere with are those affecting vars(pre(a k )) ∩ F L ∈F L F L , but with (e) there are no such action on π future prior to a k , concluding the argument.
A.2 Exponential Separations
Proof. Consider again our running example with a truck and N packages on a map with two locations A and B. There are only 3 reachable decoupled states: in s F 0 , all packages can be at A or loaded (i.e., these are the reachable leaf states); driving to B, all packages can also be at B; driving back to A yields the same center state but a different pricing function. SSS, on the other hand, does not yield any pruning. In any state s, to make progress to the goal, A s must include one applicable load or unload action; which interferes with the applicable drive action; which in turn interferes with all applicable load/unload actions.
Vice versa, consider the task family F from Gnad and Hoffmann (2019) with Π n = V n , A n , s n 0 , s n as follows. V n = {v 1 , . . . , v n }, where D(v i ) = {0, 1, 2} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The initial state is s n 0 = {v 1 = 0, . . . , v n = 0}, the goal state is s n = {v 1 = 2, . . . , v n = 2}. The actions are A n = {a 0 , a 12 i , a 12 ij | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} where pre(a 0 ) = {v 1 = 0, . . . , v n = 0} and eff (a 0 ) = {v 1 = 1, . . . , v n = 1}; pre(a 12 i ) = {v i = 1} and eff (a 12 i ) = {v i = 2}; pre(a 12 ij ) = {v i = 0, v j = 1} and eff (a 12 ij ) = {v i = 2, v j = 2}. First, a 0 is applied to s n 0 . For the successor state s 1 := s n 0 a 0 , SSS picks a variable v i with unsatisfied goal, and adds the necessary enabling set actions a 12 i , a 12 ij , and a 12 ji to the stubborn set A s . Since no a 12 kl action is ever applicable, their only enabler a 0 is added to A s . Except a 12 i , no action in A s is applicable in s 1 , but all actions interfering with a 12 i are already in A s , so it is the only action applied to s 1 . The same happens in all successors of s 1 .
The decoupled state space is exponential in n as claimed. The a 12 ij actions have an unreachable precondition, yet their presence means that, in any star factoring, there can be at most one leaf: if there were two leaves F L i and F L j containing v i and v j respectively, then the action a 12 ij would incur a direct dependency across F L i and F L j . Thus, for any family F n = {F C n , F L n } of star factorings (where F L n may not be present for some values of n), max(|F C n |, |F L n |) ∈ Ω(n). So the number of reachable decoupled states is exponential in n since it has to enumerate all applications of a 12 i actions for a linear number of variables v i .
Proof. Consider our example but with M trucks and N * M packages, where each truck t i is associated with a group of N packages that only t i can transport (all trucks and packages start at A, all packages must be transported to B). The number of reachable decoupled states is exponential in M , because all trucks must be in the center factor, and their move combinations are enumerated. For SSS, as soon as A s contains a load/unload action for one group of N packages, the load/unload actions for all other packages in that group are present as well, due to interference as before. So the SSS-pruned reachable state space has size exponential in N .
Consider now decoupled search with DSSS pruning. In s F 0 , all packages can be at A or loaded into their respective truck. The necessary enabling set for s will select one package, associated with some truck t i ; hence A s includes drive(t i , A, B). This does not interfere with the drive actions for the other trucks, so it is the only applicable center action in A s , and we get a single successor state s F . In s F , the packages associated with t i can all be at B. So the decoupled necessary enabling set for s for DSSS selects a package associated with another truck t j = t i . The only non-pruned action is drive(t j , A, B); and so forth. Once all trucks are at B, we have a goal decoupled state s F . The goal-price frontier sets for all F L ∈ F L in s F are empty, because the package prices are already the cheapest possible ones. So there are exactly M + 1 reachable decoupled states.
